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extensive
A "UFO" which gained
media coverage in Sydney recently has
been grounded by the Federal Department
of Aviation.
The department has announced that
aircraft-like
unexplained
previously
Sydney
which appeared on
responses
Airport radar screens in June were due
from another radar
interference
to
station near Armidale, NSWo
A department statement issued on
August 17 says engineeiing staff in
the phenomenon to an
Sydney traced
the
between
interaction
unexpected
radar establishments, both of which are
controlled by the department.
"The interaction was a result of
modernisation which
recent equipment
improved overall performance, but which
allowed interference to occur from one
system to another under a unique set of
the
of these was
One
conditions.
unusual atmospheric conditions over the
Hunter River district at the time," the
statement says.
The radar signals, which first
appeared in early June, apparently had
air traffic controllers at the airport
genuinely baffled for some time.
They appeared to be f~om a source
travelling at about 2400km/hr, in a
region 100 to 250km north of Sydney.
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No other radar stations reported
picking up the signals and the usual
explanations for such signals (such as
gas
satellites,
from
interference
pockets, atmospheric disturbance, etc)
did not readily explain the facts.
It was obvious media fodder, and
when the story broke, it did so with a
splash.
or not .•• ! SYDNEY
it
"Believe
AIRPORT TRACKS UFOs" screamed the front
page splash of the Daily Mirror on June
30.

The story was covered on radio and
TV and was followed up for almost a
week as reports emerged that the RAAF
had placed Mirage jets on standby to
object
intercept and photograph the
when it next appeared on radar screens.
By July 5 though, the RAAF "alert"
had been called off as a conviction
that the
grew amongst investigators
were unlikely to have been
signals
caused by visitors from Alpha Centauri.
Now the media was tired of the event as
it was becominq very unsensational.
Department of
By the time the
the
emerged,
report
Aviation
much
as
about
had
explanation
the
for the media as
significance
conquests of Alexander the Great, so it
was virtually ignored.
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The reportage of this series of
incidents is a copybook example of the
media's role in implanting belief in
UFOs in the public mind.
In the beginning, a few facts are
welded together into a "gee-whiz" story
which, while not necessarily factually
false, is utterly one-sided.
Later, after all the hubbub has
died down, a prosaic explanation can
usually be found for incidents which
seemed sensational initiallyo
But by then the story is dead; you
a
running
tabloid
a
see
won't
front-page story headlined: "Aviation
UFO
Department Solves Mystery
caused by radars".
the
all
at
published
If
run
a
gets
mystery
the
explanation for
of a few pars. on page 15.
this instance, thousands of
In
people now recall that Sydney Airport
picked up mysterious readings from an
object which appeared to be flying at
high speed but could not be identified.
They probably remember that the
RAAF became involved, that fighter jets
were on standby to intercept.
But how many know the cause was
tracked down to an electronic mirage?
Outside the readers of this magazine,
very few.

WANTED - ARTICLES,

CARTOONS, LETTERS,

Ere,

Articles, cartoons, letters to the
Address
welcome.
Editor are always
The
Editor,
The
to
contributions
Melbourne
1555P,
GPO Box
Skeptic,
Victoria 3001.
If you are interested in writing
an article but are unsure of a possible
topic let us know and we may be able to
assist by providing research material.

"THE AIMS OF THE AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS"
• To establish a network of people interested in critically examining claims of the
paranormal .
• To prepare bibliographies of published materials that carefully examine such claims .
• To encourage and commission research by objective and impartial inquirers in
areas where it is needed .
• To publish articles , monographs, and books that examine claims of the paranormal.
• To not reject such claims on a priori grounds, antecedent to inquiry, but rather
to examine them objectively and carefully .
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EPIDEMIC OF MASS PSYCHOGENIC ILLNESS ON THE WEST BANK
by Dr Allen Christophers
On 28 March 83,
was
published
in
"Herald":

the following item
the
Melbourne

Schoolgirls in
•
riddle
poison
JERUSALEM,
Sun.,
AAP.
Two
hundred and thirty-three Palestinian schoolgirls were still in hospitals tonight after a
mass poisoning.
Is r a e 1 I
occupation
authorities
said
the
poisoning might have
been caused bv Palestinian guerrillas. ·
Health authorities said
a rnlatile chemical appeared to have been
sprayed on the curtains
of dassrooms.
Dr Yitzhak Seveg, chief
medical officer of the Israeli civilian administration in the Arab W e s t
Bank, said 307 students
in five girls' schools were
taken for - treatment to
hospitals In the occupied
area and Israel.
"The poisonings may
well have been caused b:V
Palestinian terrorists and

other hostile forces since
the Palestine Liberation
Organisation news agency
announced last Thursday
night they had already
occurred when actually
thev only began the following day," he said.
Most of the girls at
schools in Jenin, Burkin.
Mitalun .
Silat - Adaher
and Jalameh complained
of headaches. dizziness
and burning eyes.
Israeli
troops
later
imposed -a curfew on
Jenin town centre after
Palestinian youths threw
stones at Israeli soldiers
and
chanted
antiIsraeli slogans in protest
agaim.t;. the poisonina,.

Persons with an interest in mass
would know that
psychogenic illness
the
most
likely
this
would
be
diagnosis. There is the obvious absence
of any serious injury and school girls
are
known
to
be subjects
highly
susceptible to this type of illness.
Persons who follow these epidemics
are aware that it is usual for them to
be reported in the mass media as mass
poisonings when they first occur, but
unusual for them to be reported
after
they have been investigated and found
to be psychogenic in origin.
The
epidemic
was
thoroughly
investigated by a team of experts from
the Centres for Disease Control, Public
Health Service of the Us Department of
Health and Human
Services and
the
findings were published in the 29 April
83 issue of its periodical "Morbidity
and Mortality, Weekly Report". It is
not surprising that this report was
ignored by the mass media.
The investigators summarized their
findings as follows :

From March 21 to April, 1983, 943
cases of an acute, non-fatal illness
characterised by headache, dizziness,
photophobia, blurred vision, abdominal
pain, myalgia, weakness, difficulty in
breathing,
fainting,
myriasis
and
peripheral
cyanosis
occurred
in
residents
of communities
thro~ghout
west Bank. Six hundred and sixty (70%)
of patients were school girls between
the ages of 12 and 17 years. Clinical,
epidemiologic
and toxilogic analyses
indicated that the West Bank epidemic
was triggered either by psychologica)·
factors, or more probably, by the odor
of low, sub-toxic concentrations of H S
2
gas escaping from a latrine at the
school
in
Arrabah.
Subsequent
propagation
of
the
outbreak
was
mediated
by
psychological
factors,
occurred
against
a
background
of
anxiety and stress, and may have been
facilitated
by newspaper and
radio
reports that described the symptoms in
detail and suggested strongly that a
toxic gas was the cause. The epidemic
was probably terminated by the closing
of the West Bank schoolso
The common symptoms are listed in
the report in order of frequency as
follows
headache,
dizziness,
abdominal
pain,
blurred
vision,
weakness
of
limbs, myalgia (muscle
pain),
loss
of
consciousness,
paralysis, blindness.
The team of experts apparently did
not realise that these are the common
symptoms of over-breathing and although
its report
mentions hyperventilation
difficulty in breathing, it does not
attach to them the
importance they
deserve.
It seems clear that most of the
symptoms were due to over-breathing.
This point is important for two
reasons :
firstly,
because
several other
epidemics of mass psychogenic illness
in school children have been reported
in which the important role played by
over-breathing has been recognised, and
secondly, because
it
helps in
understanding
the
genesis
of
the
symptoms.If the symptoms are due to
over-breathing then the symptoms are
real and not imagined.
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LETT ERS
TO THE EDITO R
HANS EYSENCK DISAGREES WITH BOOK REVIEW
Ve.M -6,i,Jt,
In ljOUIL Jultj ,(,,6-6Ue. 06 :th,i,,6 lje.M
e.n:ut.te.d
mlj book. (wU:h CaJtl SMae.nt)
,
.,
11
:th e.
,o • •
"E xp,t..aA..n,{,ng
,i,,6
Une.xplaine.d
1te.v,i,e.we.1t
The.
GeNtand.
Jame.-6
btj
tc.e.v,i,e.we.d
ma.k.e.-6 . -6 ome. c.u.Juo U-6 -6 tate.me.nt-6 , wh,i,c.h ,i,n
oUJt V,(..W Me. not in ac.c.o!td wU:h :the.
6ac.U, -6uc.h M :that "Inve.-6tiga.tion-6 ,i,n
:the. Me.a o 6 :the. paJta.noJtma.£. have. not
-6hown antj patjditc.t -60 :that -6c.ie.nti-6t-6
In oll.ll. book. we.
give. it a m,i,,6-6. 11
de.mon-6~e. that :the.Jte. ,i,,6 a good de.a.£.
06 pa.tjditc.t, and mlj own inte.1tp1te.ta.tion
06 whtj m0-6t -6c.ie.nti-6t-6 give. :th,i,,6 Me.a a
m.,(,,6-6 ,i,,6 -6impltj :that :the.tj have. ne.ve.Jt
o!tigina.£.
:the.
Jte.ad
~o:the.Jt~d . to
,(..nve.-6tigat,i,on-6, and ac.quifte. -6u6Mc.ie.nt
-6opwtic.a.tion and k.nowcte.dge. to 601tm a
o6
Jte.M onable. j udg me.nt. FUlt:the.Jtmo Jte.,
own
:thw
in
e.d
imme.M
Me.
c.o UIL-6 e., the.tj
-6ub j e.c.t matte.ft, and :the.Jte. ,i,,6 £.itile. to
601t the.m in engaging in
be. ga.ine.d
ll.e.-6e.Mc.h ,i,n a Me.£.d wh,i,c.h ,i,,6 ge.ne.Jta.£.£.tj
Jte.~Md~d M a quac.k. '-6 pa.Jta.fue. btj manlj
-6 C.A. e.nt,i,,6 t-6 •
The. tc.e.vie.we.Jt ,i,,6 c.£.e.aJtltj not we.£.£.
a.c.quainte.d _wU:h :the. Me.£.d, M -6hown. btj
manlj o 6 w -6tate.me.nt-6. Con-6ide.Jt what
he. ha.-6 to J..atj about :the. wotc.k. 06 :the.
Ga.uque£ in-6 (.twlc.e. atM c.io U-6llJ m,i,,6,6 pe.U
in :the. a.Jttic.£.e. ) on :the. "MM-6 e. 66e.c.t. 11 •
Ge.Jttc.and c..ta,,i.m.6 :that: "Nobodtj ha.-6 be.e.n
but
able. to 1te.p1toduc.e. :th,i,,6 e.6 6e.c.t 11
:th,i,,6 ,i,,6 c.£.e.aJtltj c.ounte.Jt to :the. 6ad-6. A
Belgian CommU:.te.e., ve.Jttj ho-6tile. to :the.
Ga.uque.Un-6 , 1te.pUc.ate.d :the. -6tudtj and
6ound an e.66e.c.t ide.ntic.a.£. wU:h :that
ob-6e.Jtve.d btj :the. Ga.uque.Un-6. Having :thU-6
had thw p1te.judi";e.-6 de.-6tltotje.d, :the.tj
but
pubwh :the. data,
1te.6Me.d to
-6ugge,ote.d :that :the.tj had -6ome. mlj-6te.JtioU-6
c.Jtitiwm-6 to ma.k.e. 06 :the. -6tati-6tic.a.£.
a.tc.gume.nt. The.tj have. -6te.ad6Miltj 1te.6U-6e.d
to let antjone. (inc.£.uding :the. p!te.-6e.nt
WIU.te.Jt) k.now jMt what :the.-6e. c.Jtitiwm-6
we.Jte. ! In view o 6 :the. 6ac.t :that o:the.Jt
notable. Mtll.onome.M, al-60 ho-6tile. to
agJte.e.d :that
:the.. Ga.uque.Un-6' c.la,,i.m.6,
etc.. we.tc.e.
ana.£.tj-6.,(,,6
6
o
thUJt me.:thodf.i
:th,i,,6
tak.e.
to
di6Mc.uU
,i,,6
it
c.oMe.c.t,
-6e.JtioU-6ltj.
fu1te.ga.Jtd6
c.omplete.£.tj
.Ge.Jttc.and
-6:t.u.die.-6, -6uc.h M :the. me.ta.£.lU!tgic.a.£. one.-6
whic.h
c.aJttc.ie.d out a6te.tc. bending,
indic.ate.-6 :that -6ome.th,i,na ve.tc./,f odd and

unU-6 u.a.l hM :ta.ke.n plac.e. whic.h it would
a
ILe.pUc.ate. in
di66ic.uU to
be.
it
me.ta.£.lUJtgic.a.£. laboll.ato!Ltj. Nolt ,i,,6
;tJr..u.e., M he. -6 atj-6 , :that: 11 All -6 uc.h
c.£.aime.d pa1tano1tma.£. powe.M ••• wane. and
fuappe.M M moJte. JtigoWL ,i,,6 appUe.d in
:the. ~xpe.tc.ime.nta.tion." oUJt ve.lLtj c.aJte.6ul
06 a ve.ll.lj lMge. We.JtatWLe.
1te.adi~g
c.e.Jttainltj doe.-6 not be.M :th,i,,6 out.
:the.
Ge.tc.tc.and al-6 o m,i,,6inte.tc.p1te.:t-6
WMh,i,ngton
:the.
at
6a~ ~6 :the. wotc.k.
UMve.Mdtj at St. Lou,i,,6 whe.Jte. Jame.-6
Randi aJttc.ange.d 601t two 'magic.ian-6 to
po-6e. M p-6tjc.Mc.-6. Conttc.Mtj to what he.
not
we.Jte.
:the. two -6ub j e.c.t-6
-6atJ-6,
11
:the.
6ool
to
able.
1te.gulaJtltj
gll.o-6-6
a
.,(,,6
tw
Jte.-6 e.Mc.he.M II;
ove.MimpUMc.a.tion o 6 :the. ;tJr..u.e. -6tate. o 6
a66aiM.
fu c.U-6-6io n o 6 the.
6ac.tua.£.
A
-6pe.c.iMc. e.tc.tc.oM in oWL book. would have.
be.e.n inte.tc.e.-6ting and wo!Lthwhile.. The.
and the.
tone. ,
ove.Jta.£.l
. negative.
.
it le.-6-6
mak.e.
Jte.vie.w
:the.
in
,(..nac.c.Ull.aue.-6
va.£.uable. :than it would othe.tc.W,i,,6e. have.
be.e.n.
YoUIL-6 -6inc.e.1te.£.tj,
(PM6e.-6-6olL) H.J. Etj-6e.nc.k.
Ve.paJttme.nt 06 P-6tjc.hologtj
In-6titute. 06 P-6yc.h,i,attc.tj
Ve. C1te.-6pigntj PMk.
De.nmatc.k. Hill
London, SES 8AF

JAMES GERRAND REPLIES
The world of the paranormal is
gets
it
Wonderland;
:ike_ Alice's
~uriouser and curiouser" . Hans Eysenck
finds some of my statements curious: I
fi~d E~s:nck's failure to respond to my
main criticism - the non-recognition in
the need for adequate
his book of
paranormal
any
in
rigour
In
curiouser.
expe:imentation
particular Eysenck makes no comment on
the ~e~d t~ provide this rigour through
magicians in such
of
parti~ipation
notwithstanding that
experimentation ,
many parapsychologi sts, including the .
US
the
of
president
current
Stanley
Pa:asychologica l Association,
Krippner, now regard such participation
as essential.

the SKEPTIC
Dealing with the points that are
raised . I plead guilty to leaving out
the first "u" in Gauquelin and for this
atrocity I have sentenced myself to
writing the name out 100 times (on my
word-processor).
Eysenck
of
part
curious
The
no
that
statement
my
disputing
from
far
so
"paydirt" has been found
investigations
the hundred years of
into the paranormal is that Eysenck
not accept repeatability as a
does
valid criterion of scientific truth in
the paranormal. The
field of
this
curious reason advanced in the book for
of
basis
cardinal
this
rejecting
sociological
the
that
is
science
forward theories
sciences often put
tested by
be
cannot readily
that
repeatability. The answer is of course
that unless a theory can be so tested
a
not
and
theory
remains a
it
even
is
What
truth.
scientific
curiouser about this argument is that
~ysenck was very successful through his
scientific investigations of repeatable
Freudian
treatments in showing that
psychoanalysis over an eighteen-month
period was no more successful than the
same period of rest.
Eysenck's interpretation as to why
the paranormal is not a popular field
of endeavour for scientists is a great
of
the competence
of
putting-down
scientists. I recall when I was working
the
at
officer
research
a
as
the
in
Laboratory
Radiophysics
concluding stages of World War 2 how
much serious thought was devoted to
drawing up the programme of research
for the transition from "swords" to
"ploughshares". A most important factor
of
fruitfulness
relative
the
was
various options.
The double questions of rigour and
repeatability are basic to the "Mars
effect". My answer to Eysenck here is
best expressed by the remarks by George
O. Abel, professor of astronomy at the
Los
at
California
of
University
Angeles, ("The Mars Effect", Psychology
Today July 1982). "To date, the only
claims in favor of a Mars effect for
athletes are based on data gathered by
themselves"(including
Gauquelins
the
the Belgian Committee)", and none of
properly
been
have
studies
the
supervised." "Fortunately, science is a
self-correcting discipline. Right ideas
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ideas
and wrong
rejected
are not
The Gauquelin
accepted indefinitely.
worldwide
attracted
have
studies
certainlv. future
Almost
attention.
are
made. If they
will be
tests
"(double-blind
properly controlled"
by
supervision
strict
under
out
come
"and
parties)"
disinterested
positive, and if the results survive
the many necessary rechecks, eventually
the planetary correlations will become
But I
an accepted part of science.
believe that it is far, far more likely
that in 20 years or so the Mars effect
and other planetary correlations will
have been forgotten - having gone the
of
N-rays
rejected
the
of
way
Rene-Prosper Blondlot, or of James v.
McConnell's flatworms (planaria), which
of their
the intelligence
acquired
By
companion worms by eating them.
I
theories,
Gauquelin
the
then,
strongly suspect, will be replaced with
new bizarre ideas at the fringe of
science."
My reason for not commenting on
the metallurgical studies after metal
bending is because there is no evidence
the
and
bending
metal
the
that
carried out
subsequent studies were
necessary rigour including
with the
the
at
magicians
competent
Also my
metal-bending presentations.
understanding is that since James Randi
exposed the flim-flam of metal bending,
that conjuring trick has disappeared
paranormal
serious
any
from
presentation.
If the nine examples described by
James Randi just in his Part 1 account
of the deception practised by his two
the
at
magicians/pseudo-psych ics
not
are
University
Washington
indicative of being "regularly able to
but a "gross
fool the researchers"
oversimplification", Eysenck does not
"the true state of
is
state what
affairs."
It has been reported that the late
Arthur Koestler willed some $800,000 to
fund a psychical research laboratory.
It will be interesting to see if a
the
of
competent conjuror is part
research team when it is established.
James Gerrand

From Our Readers
1
A REVIEW OF PROFESSOR ARTHUR REBER S ARTICLE
SKEPTICISM" PRINTED IN THE SKEPTIC, MARCH, 1983,
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by Keith Rex

Professor Reber's defense of the
output would not vary over distance
Skeptic used an unsatisfactory argument
alleged
With
limits).
(within
which depicted orthodox science as a
telepathy, the brain is supposed to be
flawless pillar of honesty and order.
the instrument and this is surely a
are
sceptics
that
contends
Reber
a car
thing than
more complicated
sceptics because they recognise that
radio?
three
by
anchored
is
science
Reber holds up Freud as a great
one
and
"canons"
fundamental
pillar of science, but Freud has never
psychological "law" and believers are
been accepted by science and never will
to
fail
they
because
believers
be. His mention of cognitive theory
these
profundity of
the
recognise
refers to the long discredited theories
canons and pragmatic richness of this
his
for
much
So
Piaget.
of
psychological lawa One of these canons
psychological "tricks"! Reber trots out
is that "Nature is reliable". By saying
Einstein the "super-genius", or so the
this, Reber is not only being unfair,
public have been conditioned to think!
but is being foolish to make false
They have been taught to believe that
claims about his opponents.
modern
invented
single-handedly
he
It is not true that psychics deny
physics, but what do the physicists
that nature is regular. The model they
think? They call him the last of the
use is that if you consider the world
classical physicists! Einstein left the
normally
everything
clock,
a
as
club in 1927!
may
God
but
regularly,
proceeds
further
no need to
is
There
occasionally decide to meddle with it.
ridicule every point Professor Reber
The non-theistic psychics assume that
makes, as he does that well enough
gifted people may have a
specially
himself. What is needed is to do what
Their
ability.
of
type
similar
Professor Reber failed to do and that
proposition is that there is a higher
are
sceptics
why
explain
to
is
type of reality beyond that which is
sceptics, and that is very simple.
apparent to orthodox science and common
we consider the position a
If
experience.
that
find
we
ago,
hundred years
the
explains
Reber
Professor
orthodox science was thriving and that
psychological "law" as the principle of
also thrivingo
science was
psychic
psychological inertia, which is that
of claimed
amount
any
was
There
the greater the weight of a body of
para-normal phenomena and battalions of
knowledge, the more difficult it will
ghostsa But where are they today? The
thinking of the
be to deflect the
history of psychic science over the
But
knowledge.
of that
possessors
last hundred years has been one of
psychological
of
criterion
Reber's
endless exposure of fraud. Today there
inertia is hardly a credible excuse for
is not a single product to show for a
although
scepticism. He claims that
hundred years of intensive para-normal
past were
the
in
many scientists
. research! The case is very different
treated with initial skepticism, they
with orthodox science.
never put forward any proposition which
To the sceptic it is clear that
basic .
of
negation
the
entailed
the odds in favour of finding a genuine
scientific principles.
psychic phenomenon are comparable with
Since serious psychics have only
gold
odds of finding a solid
the
the most tentative theories about their
meteorite in your front gardena Even if
acting
are
and
phenomena
claimed
there is a fair degree of sleight of
empirically, it is absurd to jump to
hand and bunkum in orthodox science
the psychic sciences
it seems that in
claimed
the
that
conclusion
the
there is nothing else!
experimental results would violate the
orthodox
supports
sceptic
law of thermodynamics or the
The
first
it gets results, but
inverse square law. A well-compensated
science because
the true sceptic is catholic in his
car radio would then surely convince
Professor Reber that it was breaking
suspicion and exp.oses fraud no matter
where he finds it.
the inverse square law since its volume
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR VERY OWN SHROUD OF TURIN!
TV's "In Search Of" may not be
good
where you normally
turn
for
well,
factual information
about
anything, but a recent episode on the
perhaps
Shroud
of
Turin
was,
to that
unintentionally, devastating
particular "miracle."
In
the midst of the typically
respectful
review
of
the
garbled
"evidence"
for
the
Shroud's
holy
provenance, the show made its obeisance
to fair play in the form of a skeptic,
one Joe Nickle, an artist and private
investigator,
who explained why
he
believed the Shroud to
be a fake:
because he, Joe Nickle, could make one
quite easily himself. And proceeded to
do so, in front of the cameras.
Herewith, Joe Nickle's Very own
Shroud of Turin Trick:
1. Obtain or make a statue of the
subject. Nickle used a bas relief of
Bing Crosby for his demonstration but
for a
Shroud of
Turin
you would
obviously need a full, life - sized and
realistic statue.
2. Cover the statue with hot, wet
cloth. Mold the damp cloth onto the
statue, usi,ng your fingers to press and
force the cloth into the features. When
soaked in hot water and firmly massaged
about every half hour until dry, the
cloth works
into the
wrinkles and
ripples
of the statue until it is
tightly molded like a cast.
3. When the shroud is dry, apply a
dye consisting of myrrh and
aloes.
Aloes, mentioned in
the Bible, has
potent
staining
properties
too
potent, in fact, so it is cut 50-50
with myrrh so it doesn't smudge. The
key element here is to apply the dye
with a home-made dauber of cloth formed
into a pad. This is important because
it allows you to apply the dye without
leaving
brush
strokes,
which
is
persuasive to scientists
who aren't
artists and therefore can't imagine any
method short of the supernatural of
creating a picture without brushes. It
is also good press when the scientists
say they find no "paint" on the cloth
(myrrh and aloes are burial spices,
their staining
properties
are
not
considered relevant).
Pat the entire statue very lightly
with this dye. The result is a reddish
tinge to the cloth "deceptively similar
to
scorching," according to Nickle,
"and which
does not penetrate
the

by Mike McCarthy
fibers," another
vital clue to the
preternatural source of your shroud.
For real authenticity, daub blood
(with a
very
light hand
don't
overplay it) in the appropriate places.
The "authenticity" of the bloodstains
will go a lon~ way.
4.
Okay, when the
shroud
is
completely dry and if you've done your
work
with
the
craftsmanship
that
illuminates the cathedrals, artworks,
and tens of thousands of fake relics
that came out of the 14th century with
its hundreds of yards of True Cross
chips, you
are ready to view your
miracle.
Unwind the cloth from the statue,
flatten it out carefully, and voila!
You should see a faint, full-length
portrait
of your saint, similar in
color and tone to the Shroud of Turin.
Like a coin burnished with a pencil and
a
piece
of
paper,
it
will
be
reverse-image,
and
due
to
your
technique
it
will
have
an eerie
"gaseous"
quality so
treasured
by
believers.
Furthermore, depending only on the
quality of the carving, your shroud
should stand up to computer, infrared
and x-ray analysis, including of course
the
awesome
three
dimensional
computer reconstruction cited by true
believers as inarguable evidence of an
ineffable mystery. And every bit of it
is
consistent
with
14th
century
artistic technology.
On
the
TV
show,
Joe Nickle
unwrapped his miniature shroud, framed
it and hung his Shroud of Bing on the
wall beside a similar - sized photo of
the head of the Shroud of Turin. The
resemblance was quite amazing. Nickle
says he
can cite
"50
points
of
similarity" between his Shroud of Bing
and evidence cited by the Shroud of
Turin committee for their mystery.
5. There is one more step: put
your
Shroud in a glass case in a
church, let some scientists look at it
through the glass for four days but
don't let them actually touch it, and
get ready for a charming collection of
unsubstantiable
"scientific"
conclusion.
Our thanks to Joe Nickle for his
brilliant and resourceful thinking.

(Reprinted
from "BASIS"
Skeptics (San
Francisco)
September 1983.)

Bay Area
Newsletter
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Professor Diane Humphreys of the
Americana
Leadership
Institute
in
Washington is lecturing in Melbourne on
Inner Peace. Her doctorate from the
Institute is in human relations which
makes her an expert in such esoteric
areas as inner peace, ESP and colour
energy fields.
The Institute teaches that auras
are colours that the electro-magnetic

field of your body emanates
blue
indicates
a
spiritual
personality,
orange is aggressive, red angry, etc.
The auras expand and shrink according
to thought processes.
Prof Humphreys is the wife of Mr
James Humphreys, Australia's Ambassador
to the OECD in Paris.
(Age 12 August 1983)
(Australian 13 August 1983)

PARANORMAL

NEW SPOONBENDER FOUND IN W,A,
Coolbellup grandparents Mr and Mrs
Paull
were
babysitting
their
grand-daughter Cheryl in 1975 when two
teaspoons
she held were bent.
The
incident was kept a family secret till
now when Cheryl's mother was consulting
Murdoch University's Professor Frodsham
about a mysterious snapshot in which
Cheryl appears to be transparent.
(In
1975
the
Geller
spoonbending
incidents were receiving their maximum
media coverage.)
(Sunday Independent 3 July 1983)

VIRGIN MARY VISITED
CASTLEMAINE JULY 14
According to Fr Rozek the Virgin
Mary visited Campbell's
Creek
near
Castlemaine three times on
Saturday
14th
July.
Her
amazing
messages
included
instructions to
change to
bread from wafers at Holy Communion and
that the service adopt a more oriental
flavor.
Fr Rozek's congregation have been
staring at the sun to see the Virgin
Mary and attendant angels. Provided the
Virgin Mary gives the OK first, it is
safe to stare at the sun, according to
the farm's owner Mr Pavlou.
One woman has lost her central
vision
from
staring
at the
sun,
according
to
her
eye
specialist.
)FR=Y
(AGE 18th July 1983)
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VISITING PROF INTO ESP & COLOUR ENERGY FIELDS

POLES APART
by John
The book "Pole Shift"
concludes
that
White
apparently
shifts happen
in
north-south
pole
cycles and that a new shifting should
occur within 20 years. (while admitting
that "there ia a substantial scientific
case against the concept of a sudden
pole shift").
John McLagan, in a review titled
"Will the
Earth Flip?" appears
to
confuse
the physical
and
magnetic
poles, asking "What would happen if the
Earth - already a notorious wobbler
suddenly tumbled over as it hurtled
through space at more than 2 million
kilometres an hour?"
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PANEL BEATERS REPAIR
ASTROLOGICAL CRASH
When Astrologer Karen Moregold had
an
indication
on
her
chart
of
"mechanical
expenses"
she
and her
husband sold their old car to avoid
them. They purchased a new car which
was promptly sideswiped. Karen stated
they
didn't avoid
their mechanical
expenses as anticipated.
Still
Karen's
astrological
abilities will assist her to pay for
the repairs - she appears regularly on
Network Ten's "Good Morning Australia",
writes the weekly starguide column in
Women's
Day,
and casts
individual
horoscopes for individual clients on a
professional basis.
(Women's Day 8 August 1983)

RAIN MAKER GOES WEST

t7

AUSTRALIA
PINKNEY TURNS
ECONOMIC FORECASTER
Garry
Wiseman,
"Australia's
foremost psychic",
has
checked his
perceptions and sees the unemployment
figure falling to somewhere around 7%
later this year .
(Pix-People 8 August 1983)

Paranormal Australia is a regular feature of "the Skeptic".
We rely on
readers forwarding us newspaper cuttings from throughout Australia on paranormal
topics. Limited space enables the publication of only a few extracts from the
many cuttings sent.
However all cuttings go into our resource library and may
form the basis of later research. Please keep an eye out for suitable cuttings
and forward them to our P.O. Box 1555P, G.P.O. Melbourne.
3001.

Phillip Best of Devonport said he
would shortly be making rain fall at
Geraldton in Western Australia's worst
drought area. He said his secret method
involved creating clouds, fog or sea
mist at sea and an artificial low in
the
area where
rain was to fall.
Geraldton farmers were being asked to
put up a $10,000 deposit. Mr Best said
the scheme was developed by some of the
most astute scientists in the world.
(Hobart Mercury 16 June 1983)

SHORTENED PENIS CAUSES FLOODS1
BUSHFIRES AND MILITARY DISASTERS
In 1972
the Shoalhaven Council
(NSW) was presented with a fertility
idol by Papua-New Guinea tribesmen to
bestow bountiful times on the district.
A Council official decided the idol was
obscene and ordered carpenters to file
off the fertility phallus.
According
to Nowra artist Phil
Aspden, this caused eleven years of bad
luck. This included the worst flood in
living memory, the loss of hundreds of
jobs in Wollongong, bushfires, the loss
of an airforce hangar by fire and the
disbandment of the fixed-wing aircraft
of the Fleet Air Arm.
(Australian 26 July 1983)
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SCHOOLS AND POPULAR MEDIA TEND TO FOSTER BELIEF IN PARANORMAL
by Guy Saunders
A former newspaper and magazine editor, who spent 10 years editing the official
journal of the SA Institute of Teachers, the author claims that naive teachers
and cynical media workers combine to foster myth and magic.

In a remarkably short time since
human beings were concerned only with
the
food, shelter, and procreation,
of
stage
a
reached
has
species
knowledge and intellectual development
which legitimately excites wonder. We
selfmore
considerably
be
could
congratulatory if it were not for the
bomb and one other area where we have
made no advance at all since medieval
times, except in a very limited and
prescribed way.
was a time when we had
There
reason to believe that a universal and
education
high level of
relatively
means of
be the
eventually
would
eliminating superstition and primitive
the kind of
fears of the unknown
phenomena which appears at first to
natural
satisfactory,
no
have
We could hope that at
explanation.
least it would provide some balance to
the gullibility of the foolish.
Alas, no. We may well ask what has
happened to the skepticism which used
to be the mark of intellectual man and
woman. It has flourished briefly on
occasions in human history only to be
general and
swamped by resurgences of
undisciplined belief; long periods of
unreason. I was too young to understand
when the current period began and I
will almost certainly die before the
next age of·enlightenment.
After more than 30 years as a
journalist and editor, the last ten of
which were spent editing a Journal for
college
of all grades to
teachers
lecturers, I am left with the opinion
occupational
teachers form an
that
the
group peculiarly susceptible to
claims of the paranormal, and that the
popular media panders shamelessly to
ignorance of the truth
public
the
behind most such claims.
Far from throwing the keen light
depths of
the murky
of reason on
associated with
and fraud
illusion
almost every manifestation of so-called
psychic phenomena, universal education
has probably stimulated an uncritical
interest. For a start, teachers are
bound to be the unwitting agents by

literacy
of
level
that
creating
necessary for their pupils to become
acquainted with the subject.
That is their admirable purpose,
of course, but from that point th~y
should more often encourage the spirit
the
not
enquiry,
intellectual
of
tendentious "could be something in it"
attitude. It is difficult for them to
against their own superstitions,
go
unfortunately, and it is my experience
that, too often, they believe there
"could be something in it."
powerful
more
other,
That
popular
the
influence,
educational
in
media, having a vested interest
entertainment, gives much more coverage
to the colourful myths of paranormal
phenomena than it does to exposing the
frauds. Most journalists I have known,
particularly the senior people, subs
and editors, have been well-informed
and skeptical by nature. Their part in
is often as
the myths
publicising
cynical as the teachers' part, in one
sense, is innocent.
The evidence for the spread of
belief in what should be unbelievable
is pervasive. At any given moment there
are people sitting under wire or wooden
pyramids (making them has even been a
school craft project) absorbing energy
or simply feeling good about it. Others
in
cross-legged
squatting
be
may
in
or
alone
trance,
self-induced
groups, with or without guru, and may
be chanting mantras.
transcendental
practising
Those
meditation (popular with some school
staff groups) are told that they may
learn to levitate, become invisible, or
leave the body behind while they go off
be
can
It
travel.
astral
on
considerably more expensive than normal
advantage of
air fares without the
hostess service.
newspapers which
same
the
In
publish stories concerning the progress
and
probes
space
Voyager
of the
advances in medical science, readers
eastern
see advertisements for
may
readers,
card
tarot
mystics,
numerologists and palmists. Read more
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than one newspaper on the same day and
one may be confused by the conflicting
claims of the astrologers.
Even in the area of long-tolerated
and respectable religious faith, there
has been a noticeable takeover by the
more fundamental, charismatic and more
emphatic sects. The newspapers
also
carry
their
sometimes
quite
extraordinary claims and they obviously
enjoy immunity from the Trade Practices
Act.
That all these devotees of the new
faiths, supernatural powers and ancient
superstitions need the help they cry
out for
is
painfully self-evident.
Undoubtedly, some get it or believe
they do, which can be the same thing.
But this clamour for help is itself a
sign of
the
times.
Is it merely
coincidental that
there
have never
before been so many agencies - secular,
spiritual and even governmental - all
offering help?
If you
are lonely,
depressed,
suicidal, pregnant but don't want to
be, there they are at the end of a
telephone, day and rdght, awaiting your
call. That such agencies are needed is
also
painfully
self-evident.
It
suggests to me that what humanity most
badly
needs
is
a
new
and
better-informed age of reason, a new
age of enlightenment.
A healthy skepticism is not only
needed to counter the spread of belief
in supernatural
fraudo
The
recent
Hitler diary fraud prompted my listing
in an article elsewhere some of the
historical
and literary fakes which
have fooled not only a gullible public
for generations, but deceived experts
and academics, scientists as well as
scholars of the humanities.
These
included
the
Mussolini
diaries, spurious biblical manuscripts,
letters allegedly
written by famous
people,
false
biographies
and
auto-biographies,
several
works
of
fiction masquerading as fact, and at
least one "Shakespearian" play which
went to stage to the dubious credit of
its 17-year-old authoro
Most of these probably cause more
amusement than harm but the same cannot
be said for the plausible van Daniken
books on mankind's possible origins in
space, and Adamki (and other) accounts
of personal contact with visitors from
space, and certain other books dealing
with the paranormal.
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In a class of its own in this
category was "The Third Eye" by T.
Lobsang Rampa, who claimed to be a
Tibetan mystic, later discovered to be
a C.H. Hoskins who had never been far
from London. This book and the author's
other titles, also mystical nonsense,
and most of those mentioned above, are
in
my
local
library
and
almost
certainly in others.
The sad fact is that books like
this
tend
to
become
best-sellers
because of what
people
prefer
to
believeo
The
occasional
published
refutations are rarely as persuasively
written or promoted and are usually
only
read by those
who
were not
persuaded of the truth in the first
reading.
True
skeptics are
vastly
outnumbered by the naive and gullible.
I
have
already suggested that
formal education does little to counter
belief
in
what
ought
to
be
unbelievable. I would go further and
claim that
relatively high level of
education is an important factor in
predisposing people
to a less than
critical acceptance of not only things
paranormal but other kinds of nonsense
also.
One needs, for instance, a certain
level of literacy and interest if one
is to
come
into contact with the
literature and the
practitioners of
mystical cults, and what I will call
generally, the nonsense industryo This
may extend
from the most
esoteric
beliefs
and
rituals
to
something
seemingly harmless like art criticism.
There is usually
a
specialist
vocabulary involved, if not an out and
out
jargono
It
is an interesting
paradox that whereas a large vocabulary
is a great help to those who write and
speak professionally, as most teachers
must do, it can also be a handicap as I
will demonstrate by anecdote later in
this article.
It might be said that if one has
an ear for the music of consonant and
vowel when stylishly expressed in a
comfortable
environment
without
distractions, one might tend to be more
affected by the sound than conscious of
the content. The priest in his high
pulpit,
his
voice
and
appearance
enhanced
by
the
cavernous,
ecclesiastical surround, scarcely needs
the convention that he may drone on
uninterrupted.
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The modern English vocabulary has
to meet the
been expanded enormously
needs of the arts and sciences and the
professions, some of which have a kind
with words, education
obsession
of
being an obvious example. It has been a
growth designed to assist communication
and does so in certain circumstances.
obscure and
serve to
It can also
mystify.
An impressive store of words is
necessary if one is to speak and write
like some lawyers, educators and art
but
instance,
for
critics,
be another
may
them
understanding
matter. Art critics and lawyers are not
always required to inform those who
hear or read them, of course, but it is
Some
teachers.
for
different
educationists are aware of the problem
their
in
articles
as
of jargon,
professional publications indicate, but
they have not defeated it.
be recognised
problem may
The
but the fact
degree
some
to
elsewhere
wants to fool
remains that if one
people with' words, it is necessary to
choose audiences with a high level of
high-grade
and
education
formal
vocabularies. It has been proved that a
selected group of experienced academics
can be made to think that they have
learned something from a lecture of
cleverly contrived nonsense, provided
the setting is staged properly.
An experiment was reported in the
American Journal of Medical Education a
audience of 55
few years ago.* An
administrators, psychiatrists,
school
and
workers
social
psychologists,
teachers had a hired actor introduced
to them as Dr. Myron L. Fox. He was to
game
them on "Mathematical
lecture
Physical
to
applied
as
theory
Education." It is all high-sounding,
deliberate nonsense o
The purpose of the experiment was
of
importance
the
demonstrate
to
it
and
teaching
in
personality
the
After
spectacularly o
succeeded
lecture, 42 from the audience agreed
that it had stimulated their thinking.
Only 14 had any criticism. They said
that Dr. Fox had tended to dwell on the
obvious.
than teaching
Professions other
were involved in that experiment but it
supports my point concerning the level
of education necessary before one can
be victim to such hoaxingo I have made
teachers my particular concern in this
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article because of my experience with
and intellectual
professional
their
interests, and the unique opportunity
they have to influence children.
teachers
younger
I found that
uncritically
were
particularly
transcendental
in
interested
meditation, biorhythmic cycles, pyramid
power, and similar things. I knew far
too many who refused to believe that
Uri Geller could not bend spoons except
with his muscles and who were convinced
that this planet was under observation
from
life
highly intelligent
from
space.
"You must keep an open mind," they
would tell me. They were inclined to
get very annoyed when I suggested that
as with most things, moderation was
necessary with the open mind. Open it
too wide and there is room for all
kinds of untested belief and plausible
nonsense to drop in.
Often they were highly likeable
people with a talent for friendship,
socialising, and getting on well with
prepared to
I am
Most,
children.
believe, were much admired by their
pupils because their imaginations and
personalities were relatively free of
the colder disciplines of intellect.
Interest in the paranormal is not
confined to young, primary teachers, of
and
the secondary
course. It's in
tertiary areas also o There are psychic
the
and
universities
in
groupgs
the
to
limited
not
is
interest
so-called softer disciplines. One of
of
devotees
publicised
most
the
levitation was a senior lecturer in
mathematics at the University of NSW.
He achieved spectacular publicity
the The Weekend Australian early in
1980, but I recall no follow-up except
the article by Mark Plummer in The
Skeptic, No. 1, 1981, which explained
transcendental
of the
that members
meditation group which advertised their
course in levitation (it cost $5,000
then), were not prepared to demonstrate
their mysterious powers publiclyo
That is a strange thing because
television networks, which have paid
out thousands of dollars on magic shows
featuring levitation as an illusion,
a
for
high
bid
surely
would
demonstration of the real thing~ Do the
world's airlines, which in a sense have ·
in the power of
invested
millions
the
keep
to
well
pay
gravity,
phenomenon secret?
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I usually try and keep sarcasm out
of my articles on psychic phenomena but
it is always difficult with levitation
because the word shares its source with
levity.
In fact, I've always looked askance
at those who claim to fly in trance.
The one suggestion, not unkind,
is that they do it in the mind.

It
is
unfortunate
that
a
profession
so
influential
in
the
intellectual development of
children
and older students should have so large
a proportion of its members caught in
the paranormal web.
My attempts to
persuade individual teachers, and the
profession as a whole (through articles
in their official journal) to take a
more critical look at persons or groups
claiming to possess unnatural powers,
have not been very successful.
It
might be
thought that
if
journalists, editors,
and electronic
media
pebple
are
really
more
hard-headed than teachers, they should
be the target but, as I've indicated
earlier, they have
an
interest in
exploiting myths and although they may
also publish exposures, they usually
provide too little, too late.
In its February 3 issue this year,
for example,
my local
daily,
The
Advertiser, ran an interview with Uri
Geller in a syndicated story from the
London Daily Express, and carrying a
picture caption saying that opinion was
still divided over
Geller's psychic
powers.
I
wrote promptly providing the
facts of Geller's exposure as a fraud
some six years ago but my letter did
not appear. There are many reasons why
editors of big dailies reject letters
but
difference
of
opinion is not
usually one of them, so
I
waited
patiently.
Some time later I was pleased to
read in the same newspaper a review
dismissing a new book on telepathy as a
serious study because it had
cited
Geller as an example of psychokinesis.
It
said
that
Geller
had
been
discredited in 1977 when his manager
co-operated
with
James
Randi
and
admitted to complicity in mass fraud.
I have little doubt . that thousands
of people all over the world are going
to
continue
believing in
Geller's
magic, von
Daniken's
chariots,
in
psychic surgery, levitation, and the
whole bag of unproven phenomena, no
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matter what is published. I have come
to the reluctant conclusion that it is
more a state of mind than a matter of
evidence.
The way back to sanity is through
the children which means that teachers
will
have
to
graduate
with
qualifications
that
include
a
commitment to that spirit of enquiry
mentioned in my opening paragraphs
the skepticism which used to be the
mark of intellectual man.
This does not mean any loss of
that sense of wonder at the marvel of
life ' and
creation
and
subsequent
evolution. It can and should enhance
it. There has always been something
tawdry and suspect about magic, and
something wonderful about the struggle
towards enlightenment.
Children should be taught early in
life that they have nothing to lose by
suspending judgment over those things
which
seem
to
have
no
ordinary
explanation
at
first.
They
even
understand, for instance, long before
they know anything about aerodynamics,
that aeroplanes are not held up by
magic.
It may well be that wisdom lies in
understanding that Man may not be the
measure of all things, but he's a fool
if he does not behave as though he is.
*This experiment was the subject of
wider comment by the writer in The SA
Teachers Journal, issue of June 25,
4,
J.980 I
p.
under
the
title,
nGrandiloquent Garbage."
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VITAMIN C AND THE COMMON COLD
by Janet de Silva
The possible uses of Vitamin C
have been the centre of controversy
since the vitamin was first synthesized
Whilst many
ago.
years
50
over
average
that an
scientists believe
is
C
Vitamin
of
intake
dietary
sufficient for the maintenance of good
health, others recommend the use of
large supplements for the treatment and
complaints,
various
of
prevention
ranging from acne and ageing to drug
addiction and drunkedness. But perhaps
concerning
claim
most debated
the
a
as
ability
its
Vitamin C, is
agent
therapeutic
and
prophylactic
Many famous
against the common cold.
scientists such as Linus Pauling and
the Australian physician, Lady Cilento,
have expressed complete faith in the
miracle
healing powers of the "the
worker".
written
has
who
Lady Cilento
several books on Vitamin C believes
that those who are skeptical of the
value of Vitamin C therapy for the
common cold, are merely reflecting the
conservative and timid attitude of the
or
timid
profession
medical
unconvinced?
Recently, a group of Australian
scientists (Carr, Einstein et al, 1981)
investigated the relationship between
The
Vitamin C and the common cold.
results of this study are of particular
interest due to its excellent design.
history of therapeutics abounds
The
with examples of the mistaken belief in
the efficacy of treatments that reflect
merely the infectious enthusiasm of the
persons who introduced them, so that
alike were
patients
therapists and
For the
persuaded of their value.
drug action
objective evaluation of
drug
involving the comparison of a
against a placebo, the current standard
of practice is to use coded material,
and ensure that neither the subjects
nor the experimenters become aware of
while the
the meaning of the code
This type
experiment is in progresso
of trial is known as double-blind and
this procedure was followed by Carr and
his colleagues.
of identical
pairs
Ninety-five
twins took part in the study with one
pair taking a tablet
member of each

containing one gram vitamin C and the
well-matched placebo
other taking a
The trial lasted for 100
each day.
thus
days, beginning June 2, 1980,
winter
the
of
worst
including the
At the start of the trial,
weathero
twins were given record sheets onto
which they were asked to record the
severity of ten given cold symptoms.
Results of the total data did not
suggest any effect of a daily dose of
one gram Vitamin C in preventing the
common coldo However, among the pairs
of twins living together, the placebo
groups reported 20% fewer colds than
those in the Vitamin group, but the
opposite effect was observed in those
living apart i.e. In the group living
apart, the Vitamin group got 20% fewer
colds than the placebo group. While it
observed
the
that
possible
is
preventitive effect of vitamin C in
this group is real, it is also possible
that the apparent treatment effect has
there is
by chance since
occurred
otherwise a total lack of evidence for
the effect of Vitamin C in the other
The apparent effect
groupings of data.
of the placebo in preventing colds in
20% of the pairs living together may
likewise have occurred by chance or be
a
that
fact
the
to
due
disproportionately large number in that
group incorrectly guessed their actual
treatment-When the results of the study
the
were analysed according to how
twins percieved their actual treatment,
it was revealed that the twins taking
the placebo but who thought they were
markedly
reported
taking Vitamin C
fewer, shorter, less servere and less
intense colds than their cotwins who
thought they were on placebo.
In summary, Carr et al, reported
analyses
obvious
most
their
that
suggested that Vitamin C had no effect
When
preventing colds.
at all in
taking a separate account of the living
a
apart group, they suggested that
daily dose of one gram Vitamin Cat
best has only a very modest effect in
preventing colds.
In a controversial area such as
Vitamin C and the common cold, it would
the results of one
be rash to take
study as the rule without consideration
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What can be said
of other research.
most
is that on balance,
however,
trials have failed to show any useful
C
vitamin
of
effect
preventitive
In view of
against the common cold.
this it is surprising to find that most
popular books on Vitamin C have not
only tilted the balance in the wrong
further to claim
go
direction but
absolute proof of the value of Vitamin
C as a preventitive agent against the
common cold.
It is not the "timid" attitude of
that warrants
the medical profession
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but rather the over-zealous
concern
of
viewpoint
people
such as Lady
Cilento for which the onus of proof
resides.
references
Carr AB et al. Vitamin C and the common
cold. Acta Genet Med Gemmellol 1980;
30: 249-255
You can't live without
Lady Cilentoa
c. (1979) Whitcombe & Tombs,
Vitamin
Sydney.

Artlcles of Note

Announcing
ASpecial Conference
of the
Committee for the Scientific Investigation
of Claims of the Paranonnal
(CSICOP)

Anyone

interested

in

attending

this New York Conference please contact
our Chairman at Box 1555P GPO Melbourne
3001. If you are thinking of making a
trip to the USA about this time, you
could find this a gratifying occasion.

SCIENCE, SKEPTICISM,
and the PARANORMAL
October 28 and 29, 1983
at the

State University of New York at Buffalo,
Amherst Campus
TOPICS
(tentative)

The Evidence for Parapsychology
Paranormal Health Cures
UFO Abductions and Cattle Mutilations
Parascience and the Philosophy of Science
Why People Believe: The Psychology of Deception

PUBLIC
MEETINGvicToRIAN SKEPTICS
' "PSYCHIC

SURGERY"

FILM., LIVE DEMONSTRATION
AND DISCUSSION,
Friday 28 October at 8pm

SPEAKERS
(ot her nam es are bei ng added)
James E. Alcock. )ork University, Toronto
Stephen Barrett. M.D., Co-chairman,
CS/COP Paranormal Health Claims S ubcommittee
Irving Bi ederman , S I 'NY at Ruffalo
Mario Bunge, University of Montreal
C.E. M. Hansel. University o f Wales
Ray Hyman , Stanford Un iversity
William Jarv is, Co-chairman,
CS/COP Paranormal Health Claims Subcomm ittee
PhilipJ. Kl ass. Chairman. CS/COP UFO Subcomm ittee ·
Paul Kurtz , Chairman. C.--SICOP
Robert Morris , Syracuse University
Jam es Randi, professional charlatan
Attendance hy preregistrati on only. For furth er details, contact Mary Rose Hays.
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SCIENCE: GOOD, BAD, AND BOGUS
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by Martin Gardner.

Americans spend most of their free time watching television, according to a 1965/66 survey reported in J.P.
Robinson's book "How Americans Use Time". More complete
figures are given below.
Activity
% of free time
watching television
58
reading newspapers
15
reading magazines
3.5
reading books
2.6
relaxing, thinking
2.6
listening to radio
1. 7
listening to records
0.9
Obviously, watching television is the favoured occupation. Now the television industry in the USA is unconcerned about truth or beauty, but instead is concerned
with ratings. People get what they choose to watch fantasy; trivial situation comedy; sensational events;
reports of sensational discoveries; news about the USA
and little about the world outside. There is very
little investigation in depth - little critical corm1ent
that might help viewers sieve grains of fact from politicians' and journalists' chaff. No one is going to
learn much about truth, beauty, or the real wor,d from
television.
Since reading newspapers is the most popular free-time
occupation after TV, it is conceivable that the papers
could provide an antidote to TV. They might bring out
of the closet the skeletons that TV sweeps under the
rug. Alas, the papers seek readers by precisely the
same means as TV. While quality papers like the London
Times teeter on the brink of collapse, Rupert (dirty
digger) Murdoch tours the world buying up papers and
making them profitable by filling · them with sensational
trash.
To me, it is therefore no wonder that the population is
generally so credulous (two out of three believe in
psychics). They are seldom exposed to critical thinking
and do not learn to think critically themselves. If I
was a believer in conspiracies, I would claim that this
is just what any government wants - a docile public
that accepts whatever it is told. Television is the
opium of the masses - to misquote Marx.
Perhaps the best media to counter the flood of trivial
and misleading information that surrounds us are books
and magazines. These do not have to cater to mass markets and need not be beholden to advertisers. One can
take time to read and digest a book and one can then
seek out further books or articles with .a contrary
point of view.
But it is clear from the above figures that reading
books is a minority interest. It is therefore all the
more tragic that so much that is written in books is
untruth represented as fact. The public have a touching
faith that anything written in a book is true. And books
can present erroneous messages very seductively, with
beautiful colour plates, with misleading confusion of
fact with fantasy and with references to many other
books which all confirm the particular astonishing conclusions being announced.
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enjoy fantasy myself, but I like it identified as
such. When a book such as David Rorvik's "In His
Image" is published (it purported to be a journalist's
account of the first successful artificial cloning of a
man) I am offended. The public were duped into thinking that heartless old science had spawned a new
Frankenstein-like nightmare. The press went into paroxysms of silly fears (would clones suffer an identity
problem? We already knew - natural clones, identical
twins and triplets, sometimes do). And like other misinformations it was hard to correct. Serious reproduct
ive biologists denounced the fraud, but earned small
paragraphs in the press.
The very least that is required to counteract this mischief is that newspaper and magazines which carry book
rev i ews - which are the nearest that many will get to
the books themselves - should have books that announce
any amazing new event or discovery reviewed by some ·
very hard-nosed critic who is informed on the particular field in which the discovery is being claimed. Of
course, there are newspapers and magazines that already
do this. The New York Review of Books and the Scientific
American are examples . Alas, these are not read widely
and their critical messages reach only an already discerning public.
We are therefore very fortunate that one of the hardestnosed skeptics around, · Martin Gardner, has made a collection of his book reviews and essays in which he
debunked many latter-day marvels. Among the topics that
are dealt with are "Hermit Scientists" such as Velikovsky and Price, who held very unconventional views on
planetary cosmology and geology respectively, "pop"
science writers like Lyall Watson ("Lifetide") and Gar)
Zukav ("The Dancing Wu Li Masters''), "Close Encounters
of the Third ~ ind", and "The Preachers" - Oral Roberts
and Herbert Armstrong.
But most of the reviews deal with the pseudoscience of
parapsychology . Gardner has examined the work of the
leading practitioners in this field (J.B. Rhine, Targ,
Puthoff, Charles Tart) and finds it has proved nothing
in all the years of experiments in the field. He dissects the frauds of Uri Geller and exposes the gullibility of Uri's scientific supporters.
The book is like a sequel to Gardner's earlier "Facts
and Fallacies in Science" (Dover) which I warmly corm1end to all who do not own a copy. Many of the topics
in the earlier book are brought up to date and the two
books together make a valuable reference for information
about dubious ideas and discover ies and the people who
popularize them. No skeptic should be without them.
But even better are the lessons in sceptical enquiry
and debate that this book provides. Most of the reviews
were published in journals that adopt the eminently
fair practice of publishing letters by authors defending themselves against the criticism in the review.
These letters are published along with the review and
also Gardner's reply to the letter. It's rather fun.
Often a wounded author responds hotly with what seem
to be shrewd blows until one reads Gardner's measured
response.
Perhaps because Gardner views the topics with amused
astonishment, the book is witty and easy to read. One
of the quotes that opens the book is "One horse laugh
is worth a thousand syllogisms" and horse laughs are
used generously to make Gardner's points.
I have already said that no skeptic should be without
this book. I will go further and say that he should
also give it away as a present to all his nearest and
dearest, especially any who need encouragement to rethink their reality.
reviewed by Mel Dickson
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